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String theory suggests the existence of a minimum length
scale. An exciting quantum mechanical implication of this
feature is a modification of the uncertainty principle. In
contrast to the conventional approach, this generalised un-
certainty principle does not allow to resolve space time dis-
tances below the Planck length. In models with extra di-
mensions, which are also motivated by string theory, the
Planck scale can be lowered to values accessible by ultra
high energetic cosmic rays (UHECRs) and by future collid-
ers, i.e. Mf ≈ 1 TeV. It is demonstrated that in this novel
scenario, short distance physics below 1/Mf is completely
cloaked by the uncertainty principle. Therefore, Planckian
effects could be the final physics discovery at future colliders
and in UHECRs. As an application, we predict the modifi-
cations to the e+e− → f+f− cross-sections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even if a full description of quantum gravity is not yet
available, there are some general features that seem to
go hand in hand with all promising candidates for such a
theory. One of them is the need for a higher dimensional
space-time, one other the existence of a minimal length
scale. The scale at which the running couplings unify and
quantum gravity is likely to occur is called the Planck
scale. At this scale the quantum effects of gravitation
get as important as those of the electroweak and strong
interactions.
In this paper we will implement both of these exten-
sions in the standard model without the aim to derive
them from a fully consistent theory. Instead, we will to
analyse some of the main features that may arise by the
assumptions of extra dimensions and a minimal length
scale.
In perturbative string theory [1,2], the feature of a fun-
damental minimal length scale arises from the fact that
strings can not probe distances smaller than the string
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scale. If the energy of a string reaches the Planck mass
mp, excitations of the string can occur and cause a non-
zero extension [3]. Due to this, uncertainty in position
measurement can never become smaller than lp = h¯/mp.
For a review, see [4,5].
Naturally, this minimum length uncertainty is related
to a modification of the standard commutation relations
between position and momentum [6,7]. Application of
this is of high interest for quantum fluctuations in the
early universe and for inflation [8–16].
The incorporation of the modified commutation rela-
tions into quantum theory is not fully consistent in all ap-
proaches, therefore we will define physical variables step
by step.
The existence of a minimal length scale becomes im-
portant even for collider physics with the further incor-
poration of the central idea of Large eXtra Dimensions
(LXDs). The model of LXDs, which was recently pro-
posed in [17–21], might allow to study interactions at
Planckian energies in the next generation collider exper-
iments. Here, the hierarchy-problem is solved or at least
reformulated in a geometric language by the existence of
d compactified LXDs in which only the gravitons can
propagate. The standard model particles are bound to
our 4-dimensional sub-manifold, often called our 3-brane.
This results in a lowering of the Planck scale to a new
fundamental scale,Mf , and gives rise to the exciting pos-
sibility of TeV scale GUTs [22].
The strength of a force at a distance r generated by a
charge depends on the number of space-like dimensions.
For distances smaller than the compactification radius
R, the gravitational interaction drops faster compared to
the other interactions. For distances much bigger than
R, gravity is described by the well known potential law
∝ 1/r. However, for r ≤ R the force lines are diluted into
the extra dimensions. Assuming a smooth transition to
Newton’s law, this results in a smaller effective coupling
constant for gravity.
This leads to the following relation between the four-
dimensional Planck mass mp and the higher dimensional
Planck mass Mf , which is the new fundamental scale of
the theory:
m2p = R
dMd+2f . (1)
The lowered fundamental scale would lead to a vast
1
number of observable phenomena for quantum gravity at
energies in the rangeMf . In fact, the non-observation of
these predicted features gives first constraints on the pa-
rameters of the model, the number of extra dimensions
d and the fundamental scale Mf [23–25]. On the one
hand, this scenario has major consequences for cosmol-
ogy and astrophysics such as the modification of inflation
in the early universe and enhanced supernova-cooling due
to graviton emission [19,26–29]. On the other hand, ad-
ditional processes are expected in high-energy collisions
[30]: production of real and virtual gravitons [31–35]
and the creation of black holes at energies that can be
achieved at colliders in the near future [36–42] and in
ultra high energetic cosmic rays [43,44].
This paper is organised as follows. We will begin with
a sketch of the basics of quantum mechanics (section II),
and in the third section modify these familiar relations
by introducing generalised uncertainty. This will be done
in 1+1 dimensions first, then we care for the full 3+1 di-
mensional description (this is understood to be the anal-
ysis on our brane). To examine the phenomenological
implications on a basic level, we first analyse the mod-
ified Schro¨dinger Equation, the Dirac Equation and the
Klein-Gordon Equation in sections IV-VI. In section VII
we investigate the influence of the minimal length scale
on QED cross-sections at tree-level and compare with
e+e− data. Section VIII provides an estimation of the
effect on graviton production. We end with a conclusion
of our results in section IX.
In the following, we use the convention h¯ = LfMf ,
c = 1. Greek indices α, µ, ... run from 0 to 3. Latin
indices i, j, ... run from 1 to 3, latin indices a, b, ... run
from 4 to 4 + d. In order to distinguish the ordinary
quantities (e.g. E) from the modified ones, we label the
latter with a tilde (E˜).
II. THE UNCERTAINTY RELATION
In standard quantum mechanics translations in space
and time are generated by momentum pi and energy E,
respectively. However, from purely dimensional reasons,
the generators of the translations in space and time are
the wave vector ki and the frequency ω. The relation
between (ki, ω) and (pi, E) is usually given, of course, by
the constant h¯ (often chosen to be equal one):
pi = h¯ki , (2)
E = h¯ω . (3)
In the present context it is of utmost importance to re-
investigate this relation carefully.
Using the well known commutation relations
[xˆi, kˆj ] = iδij , (4)
quantisation in position representation xˆi = xi leads to:
kˆi = −i∂i , pˆi = h¯kˆi = −ih¯∂i , (5)
ωˆ = +i∂t , Eˆ = h¯ωˆ = +ih¯∂t . (6)
In the momentum representation, pˆi = pi, the commu-
tation relation is fulfilled by
xˆi = ih¯
∂
∂pi
= i
∂pi
∂ki
∂
∂pi
= i
∂
∂ki
. (7)
The general relation for the root mean square deviations
for the expectation values of two operators Aˆ and Bˆ,
∆A∆B ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣〈[Aˆ, Bˆ]〉∣∣∣ , (8)
then leads to the uncertainty relation
∆pi∆xi ≥ 1
2
h¯ . (9)
The equation of motion (no explicit time dependence) for
the wave function is generated by the evolution operator
Uˆ :
|ψ(t)〉 = Uˆ(t− to)|ψ(to)〉 , (10)
Uˆ(t− to) = exp
(
− i
h¯
Eˆ(t− to)
)
, (11)
⇒ +ih¯∂t|ψ〉 = Eˆ|ψ〉 . (12)
The time dependence of an operator Aˆ (no explicit time
dependence) is (in the Heisenberg picture) then given by
d
dt
Aˆ = [Aˆ, Eˆ] . (13)
III. GENERALISED UNCERTAINTY
In order to implement the notion of a minimal length
Lf , let us now suppose that one can increase p arbitrar-
ily, but that k has an upper bound. This effect will show
up when p approaches a certain scale Mf . The physical
interpretation of this is that particles could not possess
arbitrarily small Compton wavelengths λ = 2π/k and
that arbitrarily small scales could not be resolved any-
more.
To incorporate this behaviour, we assume a relation
k = k(p) between p and k which is an uneven function
(because of parity) and which asymptotically approaches
1/Lf .
1 Furthermore, we demand the functional relation
between the energy E and the frequency ω to be the same
as that between the wave vector k and the momentum p.
1Note that this is similar to introducing an energy depen-
dence of Planck’s constant h¯→ h¯(p).
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In contrast to [8], there is no modified dispersion rela-
tion in our approach, since ∂ω/∂k = ∂E/∂p. This means
that the functional behaviour of k(p) is the same as that
of ω(E) up to a constant. A possible choice for these
relations is
Lfk(p) = tanh
1/γ
[(
p
Mf
)γ]
, (14)
Lfω(E) = tanh
1/γ
[(
E
Mf
)γ]
, (15)
with a real, positive constant γ. For simplicity, we will
use γ = 1.
In the following we will study two approximations,
from here on referred to as cases (a) and (b):
(a) The regime of first effects including order (p/Mf )
3
contributions and
(b) The high energy limit p≫Mf .
Expanding tanh(x) for small arguments gives for case (a)
Lfk(p) ≈ p
Mf
− 1
3
(
p
Mf
)3
(16)
Lfω(E) ≈ E
Mf
− 1
3
(
E
Mf
)3
(17)
1
Mf
p(k) ≈ kLf + 1
3
(kLf )
3
(18)
1
Mf
E(ω) ≈ ωLf + 1
3
(ωLf)
3
. (19)
This yields to 3rd order
h¯
∂k
∂p
≈ 1−
(
p
Mf
)2
≈ 1− (kLf )2 (20)
1
h¯
∂p
∂k
≈ 1 + (kLf )2
≈ 1 +
(
p
Mf
)2
. (21)
In case (b) we have tanh(x) ≈ ±1 ∓ 2 exp(∓2x) for
|x| ≫ 1, with the upper signs for positive values of x.
Skipping one factor 2 in the exponent, which can be ab-
sorbed by a redefinition of Mf , one obtains:
Lfk(p) ≈ ±1∓ 2 exp
(
∓ p
Mf
)
(22)
Lfω(E) ≈ ±1∓ 2 exp
(
∓ E
Mf
)
(23)
1
Mf
p(k) ≈ ∓ ln
(
1∓ kLf
2
)
(24)
1
Mf
E(ω) ≈ ∓ ln
(
1∓ ωLf
2
)
. (25)
The derivatives are
h¯
∂k
∂p
≈ 2 exp
(
− |p|
Mf
)
(26)
1
h¯
∂p
∂k
≈ 1
2
1
1∓ kLf . (27)
The quantisation of these relations is straight forward.
The commutators between kˆ and xˆ remain in the stan-
dard form given by Eq. (4). Inserting the functional
relation between the wave vector and the momentum
then yields the modified commutator for the momentum.
With the commutator relation 2
[ xˆ, Aˆ(k)] = +i
∂A
∂k
, (28)
the modified commutator algebra now reads
[ xˆ, pˆ] = +i
∂p
∂k
. (29)
This results in the generalised uncertainty relation
∆p∆x ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
∂p
∂k
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣ . (30)
In case (a), with the approximations (16)-(19), the re-
sults of Ref. [8] are reproduced:
[xˆ, pˆ] ≈ ih¯
(
1 +
pˆ2
M2f
)
(31)
giving the generalised uncertainty relation
∆p∆x ≥ 1
2
h¯
(
1 +
〈pˆ2〉
M2f
)
. (32)
In the asymptotic case (b) this yields
[ xˆ, pˆ] ≈ i h¯
2
exp
(
+
|pˆ|
Mf
)
, (33)
∆p∆x ≥ 1
4
h¯
〈
exp
(
+
|pˆ|
Mf
)〉
. (34)
Quantisation proceeds in the usual way from the com-
mutation relations. For scattering theory it is convenient
to work in the momentum representation, pˆ = p, kˆ =
k(p). From Eq. 7,
xˆ = i∂k = i
∂p
∂k
∂p (35)
2Here, Aˆ is an operator valued polynom or formal series in
kˆ. The derivative on the right hand side has to be taken with
respect to k and then to be quantised.
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we obtain in case (a) (first derived in Ref. [6]):
xˆ ≈ ih¯
(
1 +
p2
M2f
)
∂p , (36)
and in case (b):
xˆ ≈ i h¯
2
exp
( |p|
Mf
)
∂p (37)
As a first application of this approach to quantum me-
chanics, we will study the Schro¨dinger Equation in sec-
tion IV. Focusing on conservative potentials in non rela-
tivistic quantum mechanics we give the operators in the
position representation which is suited best for this pur-
pose:
xˆ = x , kˆ = −i∂x
pˆ = pˆ(kˆ) , (38)
yielding in case (a)
pˆ ≈ −ih¯
(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2x
)
∂x . (39)
The new momentum operator now includes higher deriva-
tives.
Since k = k(p) we have pˆ(kˆ)|k〉 = p(k)|k〉 and so
|k〉 ∝ |p(k)〉. We could now add that both sets of eigen-
vectors have to be a complete orthonormal system and
therefore 〈k′|k〉 = δ(k − k′), 〈p′|p〉 = δ(p − p′). This
seems to be a reasonable choice at first sight, since |k〉
is known from the cis-Planckian regime. Unfortunately,
now the normalisation of the states is different because
k is restricted to the Brillouin zone3 −1/Lf to 1/Lf .
To avoid the need to recalculate normalisation factors,
we choose the |p(k)〉 to be identical to the |k〉. Following
the proposal of [6] this yields
〈p′|p〉 = 〈k(p)|k(p′)〉 = δ (k(p)− k(p′))
=
∂p
∂k
δ (p− p′) (40)
and avoids a new normalisation of the eigen functions by
a redefinition of the measure in momentum space
dp→ dp
h¯
∂k
∂p
. (41)
This redefinition has a physical interpretation because
we expect the momentum space to be squeezed at high
momentum values and weighted less.
3We borrow this expression from solid state physics where
an analogous bound is present.
For the different cases under discussion, one gets:
Case (a):
dp
h¯
→ dp
h¯
1
1 + (p/Mf )2
. (42)
Case (b):
dp
h¯
→ dp
h¯
2 exp
(
− |p|
Mf
)
. (43)
The operator of time translation is no longer identical
to the energy operator times h¯ in this context. In or-
dinary quantum mechanics, both of them are ∝ Hˆ . To
avoid confusion, let ωˆ be that operator defined by the
generator of the Lorentz-Algebra which belongs to the
time translation and Eˆ = Eˆ(ωˆ) the energy-operator for
the free particle. Eˆtot = Eˆ(ωˆ)+V (xˆ) is then the operator
of the total energy, including a time-independent poten-
tial V (x). The equation of motion for the wave function
is then given by
Uˆ(t− to) = exp
(
−iωˆ(Eˆtot)(t− to)
)
, (44)
⇒ i∂t|ψ〉 = ωˆ(Eˆtot)|ψ〉 , (45)
which has in case (a) the explicit form
ih¯∂t|ψ〉 ≈ +
(
Eˆtot − Eˆ3tot/3M2f
)
|ψ〉 . (46)
A. Lorentz Invariance and Conservation Laws in
Four Dimensions
We will use the following short notations:
k = |~k| , ~k = (kx, ky, kz) , k = (~k, ω) , (47)
p = |~p| , ~p = (px, py, pz) , p = (~p,E) . (48)
As discussed above, we leave the dispersion relation
unmodified. However, as E =
√
p2 +m2 expresses the
relativistic energy-momentum relation we meet a seri-
ous problem at this point. The mass-shell relation is a
consequence of p being a Lorentz vector rather than k.
Thus, we have to reconsider Lorentz covariance in the
trans Planckian regime. For energy scales below Mf , an
observer boosted to high velocities would observe arbi-
trarily large energies. We have to assure then, that the
Lorentz-transformed k always stays below the new limit,
which means its transformation properties are not iden-
tical to those of the momentum p. To put this in other
words, a Lorentz boosted observer is not allowed to see
the minimal length further contracted. Several proposals
have been made to solve this problem. Most of them sug-
gest a modification of the Lorentz transformation [45–48],
but the treatment is still under debate.
However, the appearance of this problem might not
be as astonishing as it seems at first sight. Because the
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modifications we examine do occur at energies at which
quantum gravity will get important, curvature correc-
tions to the space time must not be neglected anymore.
Therefore, the quantities should be general relativistic co-
variant rather than flat space Lorentz covariant. These
effects will then exhibit themselves in strong background
fields, but here also the particle’s curvature itself makes
an essential contribution. The exact – but unknown –
transformation should assure that no coordinate transfor-
mation can push k beyond the Planck scale. For practical
use of the modified quantum theory considered here, we
treat the momentum p as the Lorentz covariant partner
of the wave vector k. We will assume that the momen-
tum is Lorentz covariant and that the functional relation
between the two quantities, although unknown, is of the
desired behaviour. Inserting one of the approximations
at the end of the computation then breaks Lorentz co-
variance.
In fact, in the present scenario k is also not a conserved
quantity in interactions, because the relation between p
and k is not linear anymore. In single particle dynamics
we have ,in generalisation of Eq. (13), the time evolution
of the operator Aˆ
d
dt
Aˆ = [Aˆ, ωˆ] (49)
Since [Aˆ, Bˆ] = 0 is equivalent to [Aˆ, f(Bˆ)] = 0 for any
well defined functions f of Bˆ, quantities conserved in or-
dinary quantum mechanics are also conserved in the ap-
proach considered here. In particular, the single particle
momentum pˆ and energy Eˆ are conserved if no interac-
tions occur.
The canonical commutation relations are given by
[xν , pµ] = +i
∂pµ
∂kν
, (50)
and
[pν , pµ] = 0 , (51)
with p = p(k) being a Lorentz vector and fulfilling all
requirements mentioned above.
The invariant volume element is then modified to be
d4p→ d
4p
h¯4
det
(
∂kµ
∂pν
)
=
d4p
h¯4
∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
. (52)
In the last step we used the rotational invariance of the
relations pµ = pµ(kµ). Due to this the Jacobi matrix is
diagonal.
B. The Non-Relativistic Case: Three Dimensions
This generalises our 1+ 1-dimensional treatment from
the first section. Note that this approach is no longer
Lorentz invariant and therefore suited for non-relativistic
scenarios only.
[ xˆi, pˆj ] = ih¯δij
∂pi
∂kj
, (53)
[pˆi, pˆj ] = 0 . (54)
Rotational invariance implies for case (a)
[xˆi, pˆj ] = ih¯δij
(
1 +
pˆ 2
M2f
)
, (55)
[pˆi, pˆj ] = 0 . (56)
In the position representation ~∇ = (∂x, ∂y, ∂z) the mo-
mentum operator then reads
~ˆp = −ih¯~∇
(
1− L
2
f
3
~∇ 2
)
(57)
IV. SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION
First we will have a look at the free scalar particle
in the low energy limit. We will define physical variables
step by step since different approaches to incorporate the
minimal length into quantum theory have been given in
the literature.
Let us consider the modified Schro¨dinger equation. For
usual one gets it by quantising the low energy expansion,
p/m≪ 1, of the relativistic expression
E = m
√
1 +
p2
m2
= m
(
1 +
p2
2m2
+O((p/m)3)
)
(58)
and dropping the constant term m because an additive
constant in the Hamiltonian does not change the dynam-
ics. By multiplying a phase exp(−imt) to |ψ〉 we could
get rid of it. But now this prescription is not applica-
ble anymore because an additive constant in E does not
yield an additive constant in ω and therefore is has to be
kept.
With
E3 = m3
(
1 +
3p2
2m2
+O((p/m)3)
)
(59)
the modified Schro¨dinger Equation, see (45), is then
given by
ih¯ ∂t|ψ〉 =
[
m
(
1− m
2
3M2f
)
+
pˆ2
2m
(
1− m
2
M2f
)]
|ψ〉 . (60)
The first term can be dropped again, since it contributes
only an overall phase factor. This means, that up to
order p2/M2f and p
2/m2 no change in the dynamics oc-
curs. However, the kept term m will yield extra terms
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in higher order approximations. Equation (60) will mod-
ify the frequency spectrum of very heavy (m ≈Mf ) non
relativistic particles and has therefore little applications.
Fortunately, we are mainly interested in general in the
energy spectrum and do not need to calculate ωˆ at all.
Let us proceed now with the Schro¨dinger equation for a
particle in a potential V (xˆ) with the two most prominent
cases: the harmonic oscillator and the hydrogen atom.
We want to calculate the modified energy levels E˜n as
solutions of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation.
In the following we add m≪Mf . The time dependence
is split off by a separation of the variables and has the
form exp(−iωnt) with ωn = ω(E˜n).
E˜n|ψ〉 =
(
pˆ2
2m
+ V (xˆ)
)
|ψ〉 . (61)
For the harmonic oscillator with V (x) = mΩ2x2/2 in
the momentum representation, we find using Eq. (36)
E˜n|ψ〉 =
(
p2
2m
− mh¯
2Ω2
2
(
(1 + p2/M2f )∂p
)2) |ψ〉 . (62)
An analytic solution of this differential equation has been
given in [6] and, for a more general setting, in [49].
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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FIG. 1. The energy levels of the harmonic oscillator with
usual uncertainty (UP) in comparison to the case with gen-
eralised uncertainty (GUP). Here, Ω = m = 1,Mf = 0.1.
The momentum space equation (62) is well suited for
a numerical treatment. We have solved this eigenvalue
problem numerically and it fits the analytically obtained
values of [6] to very high precision. This is plotted in
Fig. 1 for Ω = m = 1 and Mf = 0.1. It can be seen
qualitatively that the levels get shifted to higher energies
with increasing n in comparison to the usual En ∝ 1/2+
n. If one tries to solve the eigenvalue equation in the
position representation,
E˜n|ψ〉 = − h¯
2
2m
[(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2x
)
∂x
]2
+
mω2
2
x2|ψ〉 , (63)
one has to cope with the higher derivatives, and adequate
numerical methods to treat this stiff problem properly are
quite involved. However, for practical purposes, one can
consider the higher order terms as perturbations to the
standard quantum mechanics problem and resort to per-
turbation theory, as was done analytically for the three
dimensional harmonic oscillator in [50]. Our perturba-
tive calculations have shown numerically, that first order
perturbation theory reaches 5 percent of the exact eigen-
values of the harmonic oscillator in the GUP regime.
The hydrogen atom is treated best in position represen-
tation to avoid the problem of substituting xˆ = i∂k in the
1/r potential4. To derive the equation for the Coulomb
potential V (r) = e2/r we will as usual first transform
into spherical coordinates r, θ, φ with r = |~r|. We look
only at the case of vanishing angular dependence, l = 0.
(For a treatment of the full angular dependence see [51],
who uses the perturbation theory method to calculate the
shift in the energy spectrum). We have then in position
representation
pˆr = ih¯
1
r
∂r
(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2r
)
r , (64)
and for the energy operator we find
Eˆ = − h¯
2
2mr
(
∂r −
L2f
3
∂3r
)2
r +
e2
r
. (65)
For the calculation of the eigenvalues E˜n of Eˆ we can
substitute as usual |φ〉 = r|ψ〉 and then deal with the
equation
E˜n|φ〉 =

− h¯2
2m
(
∂r −
L2f
3
∂3r
)2
+
e2
r

 |φ〉 . (66)
4It should be noted at this point that in [52], the hydrogen
atom is treated with a minimal length uncertainty relation in
the momentum representation. However, in contrast to our
approach, the authors of [52] use a modification of standard
quantum mechanics where the new position operators do not
commute anymore, [xˆi, xˆj ] 6= 0. This prohibits the use of the
position representation. Contrary to the concordant results
presented in [51], and in this paper, the energy levels of the
hydrogen atom are shifted downwards in the approach of [52].
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As in the case of the harmonic oscillator, the higher
derivatives can be treated as perturbations, and the cor-
responding shifts of the energy levels can be calculated.
There is, however, a second way to calculate the energy
levels, which applies the semi classical calculation of Bohr
to the generalised uncertainty principle.
The Coulomb potential is a central potential, hence
the virial theorem states that for a particle moving in
this potential, Ekin = − 12Epot. For an electron of mass
me in the n-th level, the total energy En is
En = E
kin
n + E
pot
n =
1
2
Epotn = −Ekinn . (67)
Adding the Bohr quantisation condition, the wavelength
of the electron fits the circumference of the orbit, one
finds for the nth level λ = 2πnRn, hence k(p) = n/Rn.
Now En =
1
2e
2/Rn, so the modified n-th energy level E˜n
of the hydrogen atom fulfils
E˜2n =
e4
4
1
R2n
=
e4
4
k(p)2
n2
(68)
Inserting now the approximation from eq. (16) for k(p),
we obtain
E˜2n =
e4
4n2h¯2
p2
(
1− 1
3
p2
M2f
)2
. (69)
Since E˜n = −E˜kinn = −p2/2me, we can express p2 by E˜n,
which results in the equation
E˜2n = −
E0
n2
E˜n
(
1 +
4
3
meE˜n
M2f
+
4
9
m2eE˜
2
n
M4f
)
, (70)
where
E0 =
1
2
e4me
h¯2
≈ 13.6 eV (71)
is the Rydberg constant. Introducing the abbreviations
ǫn =
E0
n2
, β =
me
3M2f
, (72)
the cubic equation for E˜n reads
E˜2n = −ǫnE˜n − 4ǫnβE˜2n − 4ǫnβ2E˜3n (73)
which is solved by
E˜n =
1
8
1
ǫnβ2
(√
1 + 8ǫnβ − 1− 4ǫnβ
)
=
9
8
n2M4f
E0m2e
(√
1 +
8
3
E0me
n2M2f
− 1− 4
3
E0me
n2M2f
)
. (74)
Neglecting terms of order O(1/M4f ) = O(β
2), an expan-
sion of the square root yields for the energy levels the
expression
E˜n ≈ − E0
n2
(
1− 4
3
m
M2f
E0
n2
)
. (75)
This results fits quite well at higher n to numerical calcu-
lations from a perturbative treatment of the Hamiltonian
we have done. Results are shown in Fig. 2.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
n
-54
-52
-50
-48
-46
-44
-42
-40
lo
g
(
E
/
E
0
)
FIG. 2. The difference of energy levels ∆E = E˜n − En
with l = 0 in the Coulomb potential with usual uncertainty
E˜n to the energy with generalised uncertainty En. Here,
Mf = 1TeV, E0 = 13.6eV is the Rydberg constant.
We can now compare our result with that obtained
in [51] from perturbation theory. In that paper it was
found that with the modified uncertainty principle, the
angular momentum degeneracy of the energy levels of the
hydrogen atom is lifted. We expect the best match with
our semi classical result for the energy levels of highest
angular momentum for a given main quantum number n.
In fact, for l = n− 1, the results of [51] exhibit the same
dependence of the shift on E0/n
2 in the order O(1/M2f )
for large n, differing by a factor 1/3 from our values.
We note that the shift found in [52] is similar in size,
but has a different sign. All three results, however, are
consistent enough in the absolute value of the shift in the
energy levels to make comparisons to experimental data.
As one might have expected, the deviation caused by the
modified uncertainty principle is of order E0me/M
2
f , and
the n dependence of the shift is the same in all three
results.
To get a connection to experiment, we note that the
transition frequency of the hydrogen atom from S1 to S2
level has been measured up to an accuracy of 1.8×10−14
[53]. In the frequency range of interest, we can certainly
neglect transforming the energy into a frequency with
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the new formula. Inserting the values and the current
accuracy yields Mf ≈> 50GeV, as was obtained by [52].
The dependence of relative energy level shift on the fun-
damental scale Mf is shown in Fig. 3, together with the
current experimental bound. An increase of the experi-
mental precision by four orders of magnitude would allow
constraints on Mf as tight as the bounds from cosmolog-
ical and high energy physics. An obvious idea would thus
be to closely examine constraints arising from high accu-
racy QED predictions, such as g−2 of the muon and the
Lamb shift of the hydrogen atom.
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FIG. 3. The relative energy shift of the S1-S2 hydrogen
level from usual uncertainty to generalised uncertainty as a
function of the new scale Mf . The horizontal line represents
the accuracy of todays experiment. Values of energy shift
above the observation limit and therefore values of Mf <≈
10 GeV are ruled out.
V. THE DIRAC EQUATION
In ordinary relativistic quantum mechanics the Hamil-
tonian of the Dirac particle is
Hˆ = ih¯∂0 = γ0
(
ih¯γi∂i +m
)
. (76)
This leads to the Dirac Equation
(p/−m)ψ = 0, (77)
with the following standard abbreviation γνAν := A/ and
pν = ih¯∂ν . To include the modifications due to the gen-
eralised uncertainty principle, we start with the relation
Eˆ = γ0
(
γipˆi(k) +m
)
(78)
as the first step to quantisation. Including the alternated
momentum wave vector relation pˆ(k), this yields again
Eq. (77) with the modified momentum operator
(p/(k)−m)ψ = 0 . (79)
This equation is Lorentz invariant by construction (see
our general discussion in section III A). Since it contains
– in position representation – 3rd order derivatives in
space coordinates, it contains 3rd order time-derivatives
too. In case (a) we can solve the equation for a first order
time derivative by using the energy mass shell condition
E2 = p2 +m2. This leads effectively to a replacement of
time derivatives by space derivatives:
h¯ωˆ ≈ Eˆ − Eˆ3/M2f = Eˆ
(
1− pˆ
ipˆi +m
2
M2f
)
. (80)
Therefore we obtain the following expression of the Dirac
Equation in case (a):
ih¯∂0|ψ〉 ≈ γ0
(
ih¯γi∂i +m
)(
1 + L2f∂
i∂i − m
2
M2f
)
|ψ〉. (81)
However, the equation (79) could be considered to be
in the more aesthetic form, especially – except in cases
we ask for the time evolution – we will surely prefer its
obvious Lorentz invariant appearance.
VI. THE KLEIN GORDON EQUATION
Analogously to the derivation of the Dirac Equation in
the framework of a generalised uncertainty principle, we
can obtain the modification of the Klein Gordon Equa-
tion. Again, starting with the energy momentum rela-
tion:
E2 − p2 = m2, (82)
we obtain
ηµν pˆν pˆµψ = m
2ψ. (83)
Including the changed momentum wave vector relation
pˆ(k), this yields the former Klein Gordon equation up
to the modified momentum operators. Note that the
square of the generalised Dirac Equation (79) still ful-
fils the generalised Klein Gordon Equation (83). In case
(a), one obtains the following explicit expression in terms
of derivative operators:
−h¯2ηµν
(
∂ν −
L2f
3
∂3ν
)(
∂µ −
L2f
3
∂3µ
)
ψ = m2ψ. (84)
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VII. QED
A. The Fermion Field
The creation and annihilation operators for anti-
particles −aˆ†r(p),
−aˆr(p) and for particles +aˆ†r(p),
+aˆr(p),
respectively, obey the following anti commutation rela-
tions:
[
+aˆ†r(p),
+aˆs(p
′)
]
+
= δrsδ(~p− ~p′)
∏
ν
∂pν
∂kν
, (85)
[−aˆ†r(p),−aˆs(p′)]+ = δrsδ(~p− ~p′)∏
ν
∂pν
∂kν
. (86)
and the remaining anti commutators are identically zero.
The field operator ψp,r(x) can be expanded in terms of
these creation and annihilation operators in the following
way:
ψp,r(x) =
∑
r
∫
d3p
(2π)3/2
√
m
h¯ω
det
(
∂kν
∂pµ
)
×
(
+aˆr(p)u(p, r)e
ikνxν + −aˆ†r(p)v(p, r)e
−ikνxν
)
. (87)
In this expression we used the following conventions for
the spinors:
u(p, r) =
p/+m√
2m(E +m)
u(0, r) , (88)
v(p, r) =
−p/+m√
2m(E +m)
v(0, r) , (89)
where v(0, r), u(0, r) are the unit spinors in the rest
frame, ~p = 0. These spinors obey the relations
∑
r
u(p, r)v¯(p, r) =
p/+m
2m
, (90)
∑
r
v(p, r)v¯(p, r) =
p/−m
2m
. (91)
The Lagrangian density which yields the Dirac equa-
tion for the free fermion field is
L(ψ¯, ψ) = iψ¯(p/(k)−m)ψ . (92)
So we can read off [54,55] the free Feynman propagator
for the fermions f∆µν in momentum representation is
f∆µν =
1
p/(k)−m+ iǫ . (93)
Alternatively, one could have derived this by evaluating
time ordered products of the field operators using the
relations (85) - (91). Evaluating the Feynman propagator
by considering these time ordered products yields again
(93) due to the cancellations of the momentum measures
by the respective inverse terms.
To obtain the Hamiltonian density H in the position
representation H(x), one has to treat the Lagrangian
density as a function of all appearing higher derivative
terms L(ψ, ∂νψ, ∂2µνψ, ∂3µνκψ) (see 92). Therefore we
have to introduce to canonically conjugated momenta:
π1(x) =
∂Lf
∂(∂tψ(x))
= iψ†(x) , (94)
π2(x) =
∂Lf
∂(∂3t ψ(x))
= −iL
2
f
3
ψ†(x) . (95)
The Hamiltonian density can now be derived using this
generalised scheme:
H(x) = π1∂tψ(x) + π2∂3t ψ(x)− L
= iψ†(x)∂t
(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2t
)
ψ(x) . (96)
B. The Photon Field
Starting from the expression of the energy density of
the photon field in the framework of a generalised uncer-
tainty principle:
E =
1
4
F˜µν F˜µν , (97)
with the modified field strength tensor, in case (a) ex-
plicitly given by
F˜µν = ∂µ
(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2µ
)
Aν − ∂ν
(
1− L
2
f
3
∂2ν
)
Aµ , (98)
we derive the corresponding Lagrangian density:
L = −1
4
F˜µν F˜µν . (99)
This can also be expressed as
L = −1
4
AµDµνAν (100)
with
Dµν =
(
←
∂µ −
L2f
3
←
∂3µ
)(
→
∂ν −
L2f
3
→
∂3ν
)
. (101)
Using this Lagrangian density the interaction-free Feyn-
man photon propagator p∆µν (in Feynman gauge) can
unambiguously determined to be
p∆µν = − 1
p2(k) + iǫ
. (102)
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C. Coupling
We introduce the electrodynamical gauge invariant
coupling as usual via ∂ν → Dν := ∂ν − ieAν in (92).
We keep as the approximation in case (a) only terms up
to first order in e and terms up to quadratic order in
1/Mf , admixtures of both are neglected. This actually
yields the familiar interaction Lagrangian
Li = −eψ¯γνψAν . (103)
As before, we can derive Hi, and find as usual
Li = −Hi . (104)
D. Perturbation Theory
We see now that the only modification in computing
a cross-section arises from the different normalisation of
the particle states and the different volume factors due
to a suppressed occupation of momentum space at high
energies. Let us consider now as an important example
the Compton scattering and ask for the QED prediction
at tree level in perturbation theory. We are using the
following notation:
p
i1
= (~pi1, Ei1) : initial electron ,
p
i2
= (~pi2, Ei2) : initial photon ,
p
f1
= (~pf1, Ef1) : final electron ,
p
f2
= (~pf2, Ef2) : final photon , (105)
and
p
i
= p
i1
+ p
i2
,
p
f
= p
f1
+ p
f2
,
E = Ei1 + Ei2 = Ef1 + Ef2 . (106)
The expression of the S-Matrix element in the realm of
the generalised uncertainty principle is:
S˜fi = (2π)
4M˜fiδ(pi − pf)
∏
ν
∂pν
∂kν
∣∣∣∣∣
p
i
=p
f
(107)
The probability of the initial particles to wind up in a cer-
tain range of momentum space dP (i→ f) can be obtained
in the usual way by putting the system into a finite box
with volume V . Since the measure of momentum space
is modified this yields a Jacobian determinant for every
final particle. For our example this reads
dP (i→ f) =
(
(2π)3
V
)2
|S˜fi|2h¯2d3pf1d3pf2
(∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
)2
(108)
and the differential cross-section for two particles in the
final state is then
dσ˜ (i→ f) = h¯2(2π)4 1
ΦV
|M˜fi|2Ef1Ef2|pf2|
E
∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
dΩ . (109)
Here Φ is the flux. In the laboratory system, we have
~pi1 = 0, Ei1 = m,Ef1 = m+Ei2−Ef2, therefore ΦV = 1.
This leads to the following expression in the laboratory
system:
dσ˜ (i→ f) = h¯2(2π)4|M˜fi|2Ef1E
3
f2
mEi2
∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
dΩ . (110)
Explicitly, in case (a) and in the laboratory system, we
have
∏
ν
∂pν
∂kν
= h¯4
(
1 +
E2i2
M2f
)(
1 +
(m+ Ei2)
2
M2f
)
(111)
and the Jacobi determinant of the inverse function in Eq.
(110) is just given by the inverse of this expression.
The amplitude summed over all possible initial and fi-
nal polarisations, ei, ef , remains in the well known stan-
dard form [56]
1
4
∑
σiσfeief
|M˜fi| = e
4
64(2π)6
1
ωf2ωi2ωf1ωi1
×
[
Ei2
Ef2
+
Ef2
Ei2
− 1 + cos2 θ
]
(112)
with ωindex = ω(Eindex). All this put together yields
1
4
∑
σiσfeief
dσ˜
dΩ
(i→ f) = h¯
2e4
32π2
∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
×
(m+ Ei2 − Ef2)E3f2
ωf2ωi2ωf1ωi1mEi2
[
Ei2
Ef2
+
Ef2
Ei2
− 1 + cos2 θ
]
. (113)
This example illustrates how modified cross sections σ˜ in
scattering processes with two initial and two final states
can be obtained from the unmodified cross sections σ.
This relation is given by the following formula:
dσ˜
dσ
=
∏
n
En
ωn
∏
ν
∂kν
∂pν
∣∣∣∣∣
p
i
=p
f
. (114)
From the steps of calculation it can be seen that this re-
sult holds in higher order perturbation theory, too. The
modification enters through the energies of the in- and
outgoing particles and their momenta spaces, only. How-
ever, when incorporating higher orders one has to bear
in mind, that we approximated the interaction Hamilto-
nian by neglecting terms of order α/M2f . These terms
should reappear at higher energies leading to the neces-
sity of a reordering of the corresponding perturbation se-
ries. To be precise, the full modified SM result contains
more terms than one would have taken into account by
just using Eq. (114).
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Let us interpret this result physically before going any
further. There are two factors occurring. The first shows
that the physics at a certain energy E˜ of two particles is
now rescaled. It is identical to the physics that happened
before at a smaller energy E with E = h¯ω(E˜). A higher
energy is needed within our model to reach the same dis-
tance between the particles as in the standard model: To
get the same resolution as with the standard uncertainty
principle, one has to go to higher energies! Because the
cross sections decrease with energy this means our mod-
ified cross section predictions are higher at the same en-
ergy than those of the standard model. The functional
behaviour of the standard model result should be cut at
Mf and the range up to Mf be stretched out to infin-
ity. In particular, only from this factor the cross-section
would asymptotically get constant at a value equal to the
unmodified standard model result at Mf .
But there is another factor from the Jacobian, which
takes into account that the phase space for the final states
is reduced significantly from Planckian energies on. Since
k(p) approaches a constant value, its Jacobian and there-
fore the relation (114) drops to zero. Putting both effects
together, the cross section of our model drops below the
unmodified standard model result: As can be seen from
the Jacobian in case (b), the cross section drops expo-
nentially with the reaction energy.
The prediction of a dropping cross section in compar-
ison to the unmodified standard model results is quite
remarkable. In most models with the assumption of ex-
tra dimensions only, an increase of the cross section is
predicted.5 This is due to the enhanced possible reac-
tions when taking into account virtual gravitons (see next
section).
It is obvious by construction that in our model no
physics can be tested below the distance Lf . If the new
scale is as low as ≈ TeV, as suggested by the proposal of
Large Extra Dimensions, then an even further increase
of the energy that can be delivered by even larger col-
liders than the next generation can deliver (≈ 14 TeV at
LHC) would not yield more insight than the statement
that there is such a smallest scale in nature. As was
formulated by Giddings this would be “the end of short
distance physics” [57,58]. However, this was mentioned
in a different context. In our approach the production
of tiny black holes is not yet possible at center of mass
(c.o.m.) energies
√
s ≈Mf , because the distance needed
for two partons of energy ≈ Mf to collapse and form a
black hole is just Lf , but the particles can not get that
close any longer. (This might happen then at higher ener-
gies, see [1].) Therefore, we are most interested in testing
the present model in ultra high energetic cosmic ray ex-
periments, like the extended air-shower measurements at
5Note: [62] mentions the possibility of a dropping cross sec-
tion in the realm of large extra dimension scenarios.
KASCADE-Grande and at the Pierre Auger Observatory
[59], which allows a hundredfold c.o.m.-energy increase
over the LHC energies.
For energy
√
s (mτ ,mµ ≪
√
s) , Eq. (114) yields
the simple expression with the functions inserted in the
c.o.m. system
dσ˜
dσ
=
s2
(2Mf )4
(
tanh
( √
s
2Mf
))−4
×
(
cosh2
(√
s
Mf
))−2
. (115)
We have used this functional behaviour to get the con-
nection to the measured data of the LEP2 collaboration,
[60], e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → τ+τ− cross-sections.
The derived factor is independent of the scattering an-
gle. Hence, it holds for the total cross-section, as shown
in Fig 4. In this context, note that possible limits on
physics beyond the standard model in LEP2 fermion pair
production data have already been discussed in [61] from
the experimental view – this is one of the new trends in
high-energy physics.
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FIG. 4. The ratio of e+e− → µ+µ−, τ+τ− cross sections
calculated with the generalised and the ordinary uncertainty
principle. Data is taken from [60].
VIII. GRAVITONS
Many prominently discussed collider signatures of
LXDs are connected to the virtual and real graviton G
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production processes. Extensive studies of this subject
already exist in the literature (see e.g. [62–64]). In these
scenarios Kaluza-Klein excitations are given in steps
na/R. The maximum possible frequency na = RMf is
in these scenarios the natural cutoff. (For simplicity we
have set the compactification radii of all extra dimensions
to be equal.)
We start with the real gravitons, which are important
at energies > Mf due to the significant increase of the
corresponding phase space factor. In order to estimate
the e+e− → γG cross section in the context of the mod-
ified uncertainty principle, we start with the relation:
σ(e+e− → γG) ∝ e
2
m2p
N(
√
s) , (116)
we have to calculate the number of possible final states
with E =
√
s/2 in the c.o.m. system, which is called
N(
√
s/2). N(
√
s/2) can be obtained using (with ∆m→
dm):
dm
dna
=
1
R
∂E
∂ω
, (117)
where m is the apparent mass of the excitation of the
respective Kaluza-.Klein state:
m2 = p2⊥ =
d+4∑
a=4
(E(ωa))
2
, with ωa =
na
R
. (118)
Using Eq. (1) and the above expressions one obtains
for the number of final states:
N(
√
s) = Ω(d−1)R
d
∫ √s/2
0
dm ω(m)d−1
∂ω
∂E
= V(d)
m2p
Md+2f
ω(
√
s/2)d (119)
with Ω(d−1) being the surface of the d-dimensional unit-
sphere and V(d) being its volume:
Ω(d−1) =
2πd/2
Γ (d/2)
= dV(d) . (120)
These considerations yield the following estimation of the
real graviton production cross section:
σ(e+e− → γG) ∝ e
2
ω(
√
s/2)2
(
ω(
√
s/2)
Mf
)d+2
. (121)
The exact result for the fermion to real graviton plus γ
cross section in the framework of the generalised uncer-
tainty principle depends on the amplitude of the process
and on the spin-sums. However, for the following gen-
eral considerations the estimate (121) is sufficient. This
cross-section would be of the same importance with SM
processes if ω equals Mf , which is here only possible
asymptotically. Therefore, real gravitons are produced
at a lower rate when a generalised uncertainty principle
is employed than expected from LXD scenarios without
the generalised uncertainty relation. As a consequence,
constraints (e.g. by energy loss) from real graviton emis-
sion should be reanalysed carefully in the context of the
minimal length proposal.
Now, let us turn to the virtual graviton production.
The free graviton propagator from [62] for Gm (Graviton
of apparent mass m) is generalised to:
G∆ =
Pµναβ
p(k)2 −m2 , (122)
where Pµναβ is the graviton polarisation tensor (the exact
form of the polarisation tensor can be found in [62]). To
calculate the complete graviton exchange amplitudes, the
amplitudes for different m have to be summed up. The
ultraviolet-divergence of this sum has to be fixed by in-
troducing a cut-off parameter Λ that is of orderMf . Such
an ad hoc introduction of a cut-off parameter is from a
theoretical point of view always somewhat dissatisfying.
In the context of the generalised uncertainty relation such
a cut-off parameter is naturally included from first prin-
cipals via the minimal length scale Lf . Therefore, no ad
hoc cut-off parameter is needed:
∑
n
1
p2 −m2 = Ω(d−1)
∫ ∞
0
dm
md+1
p2 −m2
∂ω
∂E
. (123)
Using case (b), it is easy to see that the UV-end con-
verges for all d due to the exponential suppression of the
momentum measure. To calculate this integral, it can be
expanded in a power series in
√
s/Mf , as given in [62]
using the cut-off parameter. In our approach the expan-
sion coefficients could be calculated right away. We will
not perform this analysis here. This result will not yield
a more profound relation between the exact parameters
and the expansion coefficients, since in our approach the
arbitrariness lies in the exact form of the function E(ω)
applied, or its expansion coefficients, respectively.
Even if the details of graviton production are not fur-
ther examined in this paper, one can now conclude that
within our model the cross-sections (e.g. the above calcu-
lated σ˜(e+e− → f+f−)) are modified in a different way
than in the scenario with LXDs only. The virtual gravi-
ton exchange increases the cross-section, but the squeez-
ing of the momentum space decreases it. So we have two
effects of a similar magnitude which are working against
each other. Therefore, measurable deviations may occur
only at energies higher than Mf . If one is looking for
signatures beyond the standard model, one should focus
instead on observables that are not too sensitive to the
generalised uncertainty, such as modifications in the spin
distribution due to the exchange of a spin 2- particle or
the appearance of processes that are forbidden by the
standard-model. Furthermore, we want to mention that
most of the constraints on the Mf scale are weakened in
our scenario.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce modifications of quantum mechanics
caused by the existence of a minimal length scale Lf .
We show that our approach is consistent with other cal-
culations on this topic. Assuming the recent proposi-
tion of Large Extra Dimensions, the new scale might be
accessible in colliders. We use perturbation theory to
derive the e+e− → f+f− cross sections with an approxi-
mated interaction Hamiltonian. We compare our results
to recent data and find that the limits on the new scale
are compatible to those from different experimental con-
straints: 1/Lf ≈> 1 TeV. Our model combines both
Large Extra Dimensions and the minimal length scale
and predicts dropping cross sections relative to the stan-
dard model cross sections. Further, we argue that the
analysed Planckian effects hinder the emergence of other
effects which are predicted above ≈ 1 TeV, such as black
hole and graviton production.
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